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A letter to our stakeholders
I am proud to introduce our latest sustainability report to
you. Last year, we heralded the Decade of Purpose as an
important signal: Our decisions today will shape the world
we live in in the future.
For us, this report is a symbol for the way we approach
sustainability.
First, we aim to create transparency and show where we
stand as regards concrete sustainability ambitions. All
organizations and individuals are required to contribute
to make the needed change happen. While we are aware
that time is pressing, organizational change is a continuous
process and improvement program. This report is one key
action to allow everybody to go on that journey with us.
With this report, we invite you to learn about our concrete
2025 Sustainability Goals, i.e. 50% reduction of our carbon
emissions, to comply with the 1.5-degree path, and for 40%
female representation at all levels. A key ambition we work
towards is getting B Corp certified soon.
Second, when we are talking about sustainability – from
social cohesion to emission management – we must all
be clear that collaborative efforts are needed. Thus, this
report is also an invitation to start a conversation with all
our stakeholders. We seek impulses, but also hope to spread
inspiration to all our stakeholders by sharing how

we approach diversity and inclusion, awareness for
ecological practices and people volunteering.
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My role as sustainability sponsor with our Management
Committee is to ensure that our Strategy 2025 is achieved
sustainably. As sponsor, I am also the voice of many people
that help to drive the change: Our Managing Partner, our
firmwide sponsors for CSR, and Diversity and Inclusion, the
whole leadership team, dedicated CSR teams and working
groups – and all our people. Some of them you will meet in
this report.
In the following, we share facts and figures, people’s stories
and we will introduce internal lighthouse initiatives along
our strategic pillars of engagement: People, Planet and
Society. We also shed light on the client perspective, since
our interaction with clients in the way we work and the
projects we deliver is key to effectuate change for the
(even) better.
We hope you will enjoy this report and are with us on
this ambitious journey.

Axelle Paquer
Sustainability Sponsor on MC-level
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Expertise at scale
An overview of our firm.
BearingPoint is an independent management
and technology consultancy, with European
roots and global reach.
We support world-leading businesses and
public sector organizations in over 75
countries, through three focused business units:
Consulting, Business Services, and Software
Solutions (see page 7).
With more than 4,600 people that are spread
across 23 countries and 41 offices, we provide
clients with leading solutions that are based on
profound market and industry knowledge.
Our firm counts 181 partners who are leading
the organization. With our Management
Committee, we bring together the basic
perspectives of regions, business units and
service lines for an aligned approach as a firm.

2019

2020

Revenue

€781m

€757m

People

4,639

4,648

Offices

41

41

Countries

23

23

Partners

183

181
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With Sustainable by Design, we ensure
an integrated approach to strategy
Sustainable by Design addresses the social and ecological perspective of our strategy.
Sustainability is not a “nice-to-have” anymore.
We need to develop CSR into an integrated
approach of doing business. We do that with our
internal change program “Sustainable by Design”.

As a consulting firm, we will tackle sustainability
challenges with a two-fold approach

At the core of this program is the overall ambition
to embed sustainability in our daily business:
currently, this means to proactively enrich the
economic perspective by integrating ecological
and social considerations. It is the right thing
to do: Corporates that aim to be relevant in the
future must go the sustainability path.

Also, we are constantly developing our
Sustainability Consulting offering to ensure that
we accompany our clients on their sustainability
path, too.

Our consulting portfolio

A
1

Embedding
sustainability

1

In the context of our Strategy 2025, we have set
ourselves ambitious and progressive Sustainability
Goals (see page 11) and now need to ensure that
these apply to everything that we do. This is what
we mean with Sustainable by Design.
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A
Our daily
actions

Our people

in our standard delivery
model (Sustainable by
Design) – Our daily
actions

B
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Four concrete Sustainability Goals complement
our Strategy 2025
These goals are priority topics for us – enabled by dedicated teams and leadership support.
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Our daily
actions

1
1

Our consulting
portfolio
Our
people

Female acceleration
2

3

• 40% female staff across levels
• For leadership, we aim for 20% female partners
•	All country leadership teams with
female representation

4
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Be diverse. Be green. Be engaged
Our approach to responsible practices.
Beyond our core business, we continually improve the impact of
everything we do for the benefit of our people, our clients’ people
and people in society.
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What our pillars of engagement are about

To ensure a sustainability focus, continuous improvement and the
inclusion of diverse perspectives, we focus on three strategic pillars
of engagement to structure our approach to Corporate Social
Responsibility:

People

Planet

Society

The sweet spot is found when we internally pilot and apply
the sustainability approaches we realize with our clients where
possible. Thus, internal improvements around responsible practices
are naturally intertwined with our approach to sustainability
consulting with clients.

People
Driving diversity, inclusion, variety and
equality amongst our workforce

In the following chapters, we share facts and figures,
as well as spotlights, into our past actions and current doing.
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Sustainability – it’s a leadership task
Our Sustainable by Design Steering Committee makes sustainability a leadership task.
In 2020, we set up a Steering Committee to
ensure continuous alignment of our Sustainable
by Design approach on a firmwide level.
The Committee consists of firmwide leaders
and three sponsors. Every sponsor is in charge
of a specific sustainability goal (Female
Acceleration, (E)Mission Zero and Sustainable
Ways of Working). In a joint effort, they
contribute to Sustainability Goal 4: achieving
B Corp certification for the firm.
Two firmwide operational leads ensure
informed decision-making by facilitating
dedicated international working groups –
our Priority Teams.
The Steering Committee meets every six weeks
to discuss the current status of the three Priority
Topics to follow our Sustainability Goals and
additional endeavors that will be needed to
promote sustainability across the firm.

A dedicated
team of firmwide
leaders that
jointly promote
and support our
Sustainability
Goals

Stephan Weber
Chief People Officer

Axelle Paquer

Melanie Tobler

MC CSR Sponsor

Firmwide DIVE Sponsor
and Priority Sponsor

Our Steering
Committee
Facilitation
of Steering
Committee

Kiumars Hamidian
Managing Partner

Ensures that our Sustainable
by Design approach
is aligned with all of
BearingPoint’s operations

Jaco van Zijll Langhout
Partner and Priority Sponsor

Judith Sturm

Markus Laqua

Rémy Sergent

Firmwide Lead CSR

Firmwide CSR Sponsor

Partner and
Priority Sponsor

Mike Kronfellner
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Partner sponsors
lead the working
groups that
work on our
Sustainability
Goals

Facilitation of
cross-country
Priority Teams

Wiebke Rasmussen
Firmwide Lead CSR

Marketing Director
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While everybody is accountable, some colleagues
are guiding the way
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Leadership representation

To ensure that our endeavors to scale responsible and sustainable
business reach maximum potential, we set up a governance that
allows for alignment between

Axelle Paquer
MC sponsor

• top-down and bottom-up impulses

Markus Laqua
Firmwide sponsor

Melanie Tobler
Firmwide sponsor

Planet and Society

People

Clients

• firmwide and country-specific activities, and
Purpose priority projects and teams

• the different pillars of engagement for sustainable impact.
On the left-hand side, you find the firmwide representatives of core
groups that contribute to our sustainability agenda. We differentiate
between Priority Teams and Established Teams.
Established Teams are the DIVE and CSR Council, Sustainability
Agents and Sustainability Services Community. They ensure
continuous improvement along all pillars of engagement. Here,
we take care that teams are mixed, where possible, with firmwide
support as well as dedicated partner sponsors and leads per country,
who interact regularly and drive our sustainable improvement in their
respective practices.
Beyond this, we work in Priority Teams – special working groups that
drive our Priority Topics (see page 18) to ensure that we achieve
our Sustainability Goals 2025. All teams have partner sponsors,
who consult with the teams, ventilate our messages with partner
colleagues, and are internal ambassadors.

Female Acceleration

(E)Mission zero

Melanie Tobler

Sustainable Ways of Working

Jaco van Zijll Langhout

Rémy Sergent

Established teams to ensure continuous action
DIVE Council

Sustainable Agents

CSR Council

Sustainability Services Community

Firmwide sponsor
Firmwide lead
Country leads
Country sponsors

Volunteers for greener
doing across offices

Firmwide Sponsor
Firmwide Lead
Country Leads
Country Sponsors

Firmwide Sponsor
Firmwide Lead
Specialty teams
Country reps

Affinity Initiatives
Ability@
More@
Proud@
Women@

Collaboration with functions at the interface with CSR
(Compliance, Travel Management, HR, IT, Marketing, Procurement as well as
segment and industry-line leaders)
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Defined standards are already guiding
our actions as a firm
From internal policies to accepted ISO-certification and international initiatives.

Values and Principles

Policies and Procedures

Core Beliefs
Beliefs guiding and encouraging us to achieve lasting
success for clients and our firm

Code of Business Ethics
The ethical basis that underpins
everything we do

Commitment

Teaming

Excellence

Passion

Stewardship

Business Ethics Spirit
In addition to our core beliefs, the BE Spirit defines our ways
of working together as a team and with clients

Holistic

Entrepreneurial Confident

Trusted

Internal Policies
The approach we take within our firm to
maintain the diversity, inclusion, variety and
equality of our workforce

ISO Certifications 9001 and 27001
The quality management measures
we take at every level that are
externally validated
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UN Global Compact Signatory
The firm has been a signatory of the
UN Global Compact since 2019, and
we are promoting their ten principles
for sustainable business passionately
– internally and externally. In 2020,
we have participated in the UN Global
Compact’s SDG Ambition Program
to reflect on the SDG-Framework as a
basis for our Sustainability Strategy.

Easy to
work with
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Note from Melanie Tobler
I believe that everybody wants to be valued for what they are, and not disregarded for
what they are not.
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I believe that organizations and societies that are able to leverage what makes each of
their members unique, create value for all, adherence, and a trustworthy and comforting
environment for everybody.
And I believe that BearingPoint is that kind of place.
Saying that, I am convinced that firms like ours bring with them the needed agile mindset to
adapt to observed changes in the way people need and want to work today, and to a shift
in life priorities. With DIVE in general, and our Priority Team “Female Acceleration”, we bring
these perspectives to the table and ensure that we continue to develop BearingPoint as an
inspiring place to work and belong.
Because diversity makes us better!

Melanie Tobler
Firmwide DIVE Sponsor
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DIVE figures 2020: The broad picture
In the following, we shed light on DIVE data. In 2020, BearingPoint had 4,648 people, reflecting diversity in many aspects. Figures only tell part of the story, since many aspects such as
diversity in personality can hardly be captured. Thus, we focus on the visible, retrievable information. With an international DIVE Council, a designated MC Sponsor and a firmwide DIVE
Sponsor, we are promoting the many facets of DIVE within BearingPoint.
Diversity in age
Four generations work with us, with most people between the age
of 41 and 25 (Generation Y or “Millenials”). Their representation is,
by nature, increasing. Still, the spread in age groups shows that we
have diverse experience levels working together. A big asset for us.

People Diversity

4,648

International reach
BearingPoint is active in 23 countries with 41 offices. Our staff
comprises 82 different nationalities and diverse backgrounds. Our
working language is English, which enables us to deliver projects
globally. In 2020, we have been engaged in projects in 46 different
countries. Germany makes for our biggest practice, people-wise,
followed by France and Romania.

people

Belonging

4.8/6
Psychological Safety

4.7/6
Engagement

For our DIVE reporting, we used data as per
31st of December 2020.*

Diversity of Age
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4.7/6

International Reach

Belonging, psychological safety and engagement
Based on the feedback we receive with our firmwide People Survey,
we collect insights on perceived belonging, psychological safety and
level of engagement. People indicate high and stable levels for all
these indicators. We use items from accepted scales and observe
these over time. A 6-point Likert scale is applied. In 2021, we have
started with a half-year pulse survey routine to hear back from our
people firmwide more regularly.

GEN BB

5%

GEN X

23%

GEN Y

63%

GEN Z

9%

41 offices in 23 countries
Projects in 46 countries
82 nationalities
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DIVE figures 2020: A gender deep DIVE
Achieving higher female representation across levels is our goal. Our gender ambition for 2025
shows the path of development that we have set for ourselves!
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Gender deep DIVE – our team

Gender

Across countries and levels, women make for 36% of our staff. Since the career tracks of
client-facing business and internal roles are different, we find it useful to differentiate accordingly.
Females make for 32% in our client-facing business staff, with a small increase in representation
as compared to 2019.

Overall
4,648 people

Gender deep DIVE – new hires
The increase in female representation in client-facing business is partly an effect of new hires with
BearingPoint: 37% of the new colleagues we welcomed in 2020 were females.

36%

Gender deep DIVE – leadership representation
A hard indicator for gender equity is the representation of females in leadership positions. We look
at representation in management roles overall (from managers and senior managers to partners),
partner level and our leadership teams like our Management Committee (MC). The share of female
partners has increased slightly in 2020. To tackle the envisaged 20% female ratio by the end of 2025,
we need to focus on early female sponsorship (see page 18). We have recently nominated the second
female MC member.
Why do we not share figures on group markers other than gender?
While a data-based approach would help to follow the status quo on other under-represented groups
within the firm, we are facing limitations with regards to collecting data on individuals for legal and
ethical reasons. With DIVE, we are pursuing a holistic approach and leverage visibility and voice
with our affinity initiatives. Also, we work with bi-annual people surveys and specific, one-time DIVE
surveys (Fairplay Survey, Wellbeing Survey), to better understand people’s needs.

64%

Male

Female

For our DIVE reporting, we used data as per 31st of December 2020.*
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Priority topic: “Female Acceleration”

Linda Cowan

Johanna Terjung

Agnés Lecouvet

Ninni Winter

Let us, first of all, start with how we came together as a team! We are all engaged in local
Women@BearingPoint networks. These are offering space for exchange, mentoring, or specific
trainings. Yet, we were interested in the exchange with the international Women-network,
since we see this as a great source of inspiration. After some time, we thought: Why not aim
higher? The overall goal of Women@BearingPoint always was to contribute to the goal of
higher female representation across levels, and to support the firm to dynamically address
what is needed to ensure that this firm is, and remains, an attractive place to work for females.
When Axelle Paquer was nominated as our Sustainability Sponsor with the Management
Committee, we took the momentum and founded the Priority Team “Female Acceleration”.
In sessions we brought our perspective to the table. It became clear that promoting females
and supporting diverse career-curves and leadership must be based on more flexible-working
schemes and higher family-appreciation. That was in line with current thinking within the firm.
Our ways of working are currently challenged to address the shift to a new working normal
induced by COVID-19. While this approach will certainly be directed at females, everybody
can benefit from addressing flexibility needs for whatever reason.
As a group, we were involved when the firm developed its gender ambition. In parallel, we
defined a roadmap to define how we can trickle down this firmwide ambition to our countries.
To do so, we saw a first task in screening the as-is status for our countries, since legal support
schemes and challenges vary.
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This is our firmwide goal
for Female Acceleration

%
40
Female staff across levels

Together with our firmwide DIVE Sponsor – Melanie – , we designed an extensive HR
questionnaire that we spread with our HR Directors across the countries. Together with our
DIVE Dashboard, we will use this feedback for a holistic country assessment. We also applied
an EVP-logic (Employee Value Proposition) to build a target vision. Based on this analysis,
we aim to connect with countries to enable them to best contribute to our firmwide
gender ambition.
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DIVE highlights

Our DIVE Council is the official firmwide group to
promote DIVE across the firm. Facilitated firmwide,
country leads and partner sponsors meet at least
once a month for exchange, joint action and strategic
alignment across the many facets of DIVE.
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Key facts and actions (2/2)

Why I engage!

Our purpose

Our four affinity initiatives are fundamental pillars of the way we DIVE. Affinity initiatives are people-led groups bringing together colleagues who share common
attributes that are under-represented in the firm. All our affinity initiatives follow a two-way approach: On the one hand, they provide a safe space for exchange among
in-group people, and on the other hand, they promote ally networks and contribute in a way that benefits all our people.
Ability@BearingPoint

More@BearingPoint

Proud@BearingPoint

Women@BearingPoint

We founded Ability@ in 2019. Our
ambition is to have a conversation
on mental and physical health as well
as impairment in the workplace. We
advocate for prevention and seek to
contribute to a culture where health
issues can be addressed – since this
is part of who the people are. Luckily,
health is a priority at BearingPoint.

MORE is short for Minorities of
Religion and Ethnicity. Since summer
2020, we raise awareness that
racial and religious discrimination
are still happening in this world.
We share our experience with racial
discrimination and with being
stereotyped and aim to start a
conversation.

Proud brings together LGBTQ+ people and
allies that think that it should not make
a difference whom you love, and which
gender you identify with. Of course, we
celebrate PRIDE with all our colleague. Our
UK and Ireland team organized sessions and
information around occasions such as LGBTQ+
history month. The team also engage in the
background, “consulting” core functions for
inclusive language and so forth.

The Women network was the first affinity
initiative that we founded with BearingPoint.
We are a network to learn, connect and
advocate for higher representation. We are,
thus, supporting our firm’s ambition for 2025.

Our community consists of active
people and silent listeners that follow
our discussions. During COVID-19, we
got strong momentum with our holistic
mental health backlog with assistance,
tips and activities to stay mentally
healthy in uncertain times to help our
people through the pandemic.

We started as an evolution upon
the #BlackLivesMatter movement
and the BLM activities we did within
BearingPoint in 2020. I am driven
to create an equal, level playing
field for minorities, and thus, make
participation in MORE a priority for
myself and my fellow colleagues.

I am proud of being proud. Together with
engaged colleagues from other practices
(a big thank you to all proud leaders), we are
trying to nurture community exchange and
“educate” against stereotyping.

I am a member of the Women@BearingPoint
Community in the United Kingdom. For
me, it is personally important to develop
and connect with colleagues. On a firmwide
level, the networks are collaborating. For
example, we did great firmwide campaigning
around the International Women’s Day with
informative sessions this year. It is great and
valuable to be engaged.

Lisa Moeschel

Tyron Offerman

Being engaged in this community has
enriched my working with BearingPoint – and
hopefully inspires others to follow our lead.

Martin Costa-Santos
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Leanne Miles
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Spotlight: Health, safety and wellbeing (1/3)
With COVID-19, our people’s health and wellbeing deserved special attention.
Our colleagues share the exemplary ways in which our countries contributed.

Lisa Moeschel

Laura Barbu

Massimo Bruseghini

Linda Cowan

Tyron Offermann

Ability@ Lead (firmwide)

DIVE Lead, Romania

DIVE Lead, Italy

Women@ Lead, Ireland

DIVE Lead, Netherlands

When the pandemic hit the
world, our whole business was
challenged – and so were people.
It became obvious how different
the lives and struggles of our
people are, and how individual
their challenges were when
confronted with COVID-19. Our
Ability@ initiative set up a resource
center – our mental health
resource centre, with which we
created transparency on the great
offerings that our colleagues and
the firm enabled.

Our people worked from home
for more than a year. As a
firm, we supported where we
could. Mainly, we offered a
Wellbeing Program around stress
management trainings, nutrition
tips and ergonomic coachings to
support people with the new and
oftentimes challenging workingfrom-home situations. Beyond
this, we encouraged colleagues to
join many online virtual sessions.
Among other things, we worked
with a virtual coffee machine –
an MS Teams space where people
coincidentally meet to exchange.

In Italy, we were hit early and
severely by COVID-19. As a
reaction, we focused on team
contact, physical and mental
wellbeing. With our YOU program,
we started regular sports sessions,
nutrition coaching and meditative
meetings. Because these were,
of course, digital formats, we
conducted these in English and
invited our colleagues firmwide
to join us.

Eric Donovan, Irish Champion
Boxer and mental health advocate
became our first Health and
Wellbeing Ambassador this year.
Eric delivers two weekly lunchtime
boxercise classes and he facilitates
talks on his own personal journey
and how he overcame obstacles
to achieve his goals. Together
with Eric, we aim to reduce stigma
around mental health and promote
wellness. In addition, the HR team
organizes regular wellbeing events
which focus on mental, physical,
financial, and social wellness and
we are looking forward to our
Wellness event in October.
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The Dutch DIVE team organized
a Recharge Month. During this
month, there were several activities
that our colleagues could join.
We shone light on the physical
wellbeing of working from home
through a Repetitive Strain Injury
presentation and a lunch workout
session. We also covered mental
wellbeing and organized two stress
relieving sessions: Breathwork and
Meditation.
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Spotlight: Health-oriented leadership
development (2/3)
We anchor health as a priority in the way we work together and train our leaders.

Even before COVID-19, we knew that our people’s health is key – for them
individually and for our success as a firm.
To ensure that this priority is anchored in all people’s heads and to empower our
leaders and supervisors to act with care, we conceptualized a health-oriented
leadership training and manual.

Bettina Haslinger
HR Switzerland

The manual contains background information on the relevance of mental
and physical health, and is a reminder of our responsibility as a firm and as
supervisors. We enriched this manual with a number of tips on how to notice
if our people’s health might be challenged, and on how to design a work and
project surrounding that is not damaging to our employees’ wellbeing.
Core to this manual are also guidelines on necessary conversations and hints where
a supervisor can seek support with our human resources team. Also, we shared
an overview on BearingPoint’s internal and external resources, to practice healthoriented leadership. An introductory training to this manual was done with our Swiss
leaders (from managers to partners) in September 2020.

Daniela Gorrell
HR Switzerland
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This is not the end
of the story…
Ideas for the future!
We took this as a starting point and will
offer further sessions for our leaders in
the future. Together with our affinity
initiative Ability@BearingPoint, we have
further enriched the manual. Together
with them and our firmwide DIVE
Team, it is our goal to bring this training
to other practices, too.
Also, we aim to provide a complimentary
offer: coaching sessions for our leaders
to further empower them to have
critical / sensitive conversations with
their people.
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Spotlight: Health, safety and wellbeing (3/3)
With COVID-19, our people’s health and wellbeing deserved special attention.
Our colleagues share the exemplary ways in which our countries contributed.

Alice Ridley

Marina Mueller

Katy Naujoks

Silje Lien Lomo

Wiebke Rasmussen

DIVE Lead, UK

DIVE Lead, Germany

HR Leader, France

HR Leader, GROW

DIVE Lead (firmwide)

When schools were closed, parents
had a particularly demanding
work-life balance to manage.
To celebrate them, we invited our
people to share their home stories
to raise awareness around this
demanding situation and share
tips with each other.
We also ran a firmwide talk on
anxiety together with Ability@
and we launched a monthly
wellbeing newsletter.

In Germany, we offered resilience
workshops to our people. We saw
that there was a dire need among
our people in uncertain times to
create coping mechanisms for
challenging situations. Also, we
promoted our PME Family Service
that is helping with care work
arrangements for children and the
elderly, for example.

Wellbeing and mental health
immediately became a priority.
To stay connected, we organized
remote social sessions and hosted
pilates, meditation and sports
sessions – these were enabled by
individual colleagues, and also
we promoted Gymlib sessions.
Also, we set up a psychological
support unit with Accordia and
our partner MEDAVIZ (medical
teleconsultations).

To ensure belonging and
inspiration (that would normally
happen informally in the office),
we offered virtual sessions on
mental and physical health.
With yoga, cooking classes and
wine tasting, we brought people
together. Also, we invited our
people to daily virtual lunch
quizzes – following up a tradition
in the Oslo office.
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We wanted to learn what our
people need and expect in
different stages of this very
new situation. That is why we
started a series of wellbeing
surveys firmwide. In doing so, we
received valuable feedback on our
communication and offerings.
With leadership, our developers
and IT, we launched the Work Safe
app for secure working in the office
and our IT supported with a Digital
Wellbeing toolkit.
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Note from
Jaco van Zjill Langhout
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The latest IPCC report speaks a clear language: Emission reduction must
accelerate. It is seen as one, if not the key, challenge for organizations globally.
We aim to lead by example. Following the “avoid-reduce-offset” triangle in
emission management, we are clear that the focus for BearingPoint internally
must now be set on emission avoidance and reduction.
It is clear which levers to pull to lower our emissions. Yet, pulling these is a major
organizational change effort. Its success will depend on how well we take our
people with us along our journey towards (E)mission Zero – in fact, we experience
great appetite amongst our people to contribute to our sustainability efforts both
internally and with clients.
Thus, next to switching to green alternatives along the different emission
drivers from mobility to office electricity, it is key to mobilize among colleagues.
To do so, we provide awareness tools (see GreenWays) and information (see
Sustainability Hacks). With my team “(E)mission Zero”, we do the background
work. We provide the data and will consult with our practices to achieve our
firmwide emission ambition in accordance with the SBTi. Also, we collaborate
with the Priority Team “Sustainable Ways of Working” to consider emission
effects in all daily routines and decision-making.

Jaco van Zjill Langhout
Sponsor Priority Topic
“(E)mission Zero”
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Planet figures 2020: The broad picture
In 2020, we decided to go for a more holistic approach to assess (and based on this, report and track emission reduction) our firmwide carbon footprint. We provide
data for a baseline year (2019) and the reporting year (2020) below. We are aware that the massive reduction in 2020 emissions is due to COVID-19 effects. It is our
responsibility not to go back to the old normal from now on.
We identified four drivers of emission to be analyzed, compared and addressed within
our emission reduction strategy going forward.
Business travel emissions

Commute emissions

Capture all emissions caused by businessinduced travel; mainly this is business
travel in the context of client projects.
Beyond, internal off-site meetings are
also part of the respective emission
figure. Following our materiality
assessment, business travel emissions
including plane, private car, company car,
rental car and taxi, make for more than
80% of the firm’s overall emissions.

Capture the fact that employers are
also required to account for their
people’s commute to and from
offices. We build a model based on
assumptions on the average days spent
at the office, mode of transport used
and distance of commute, since we lack
real-time data.

IT emissions
Capture the fact that our work as
consultants requires server capacity
and consumes electricity. Currently,
we look at device energy consumption
with servers running in green energy.

2019*
(firmwide tCO2e)
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2020*
(firmwide tCO2e)

11,075

Office emissions
Capture emissions that are related
to the office space we rent, which is
based on both electricity and energy
consumption. Mainly, we rely on
actual consumption data and emission
factors that are documented where
this is available with the offices.

2,917
1,150
172
819
146

1,082
151

Business Travel

Commute

Offices

IT Devices & Landscape

*In the Data Background you can find more detailed background on data sources,
needed assumptions and aspired improvements for the future.
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Priority topic: “(E)mission Zero”
With our dedicated international working group “(E)mission Zero”, we take care of
our firm’s CO2 emission agenda.

Daan Aveskamp

Data is key in emission management to understanding the status quo, major drivers and
actual progress later. By applying our BearingPoint Emissions Calculator, we were able
to build on proven data routines for our business travel emission, since we have tracked
and compensated for these emissions since 2015. While we know that business travel is
our major emission driver as a firm, we aimed to consider minor sources, too: we screened
our offices, looked at our IT consumption and emissions, and integrated the people
commute dimension.

Nicolas Sellin

This was meant to serve as a reliable data foundation to formulate our emission ambition
and to work on referring reduction paths and operational plans in accordance with the
SBTi. (In the appendix of the report, we shed detailed light on the data we used, the
assumptions we made, and the improvement paths we will be working on in the future.)

Sander Witteveen

Together with our Sustainable by Design Leadership Steering Committee, we have agreed
on the firmwide Emission Ambition. In compliance with the SBTi approach, we commit to
reducing our emissions by 50% as compared to 2019 until the end of 2025. 2019 is
marked as our reference year (so-called baseline year) on a firmwide basis. As a next step,
we will reach out to SBTi to prove our approach.
Currently, we are working on drilling down the Emission Ambition to the countries.
The (E)mission Zero working group developed a plan that shall grant a fair allocation
of needed adaptions and measures. The group will also consult firmwide, regional and
country-stakeholder groups to contribute as needed to the reduction plan, by revising
our country travel and car policies, further promoting renewable energies and reflecting
on the way we work.
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This is our firmwide
Emission Goal

We reduce our firmwide
CO2e emissions by 50% as
compared to 2019 until end of
2025 for the SBTi 1.5° path.
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How our consulting services and tools benefit
our internal emission strategy
The European Union’s New Green Deal already comes with
rising demands for organizations to avoid and reduce their
emissions. Our BearingPoint Emissions Calculator (BEC) team
is accompanying clients across industries end-to-end along
the emission management and reduction process.
We benefit from the combination of having experienced
carbon footprint consultants and a state-of-the-art
emissions calculator that helps clients on their journey
to decarbonization.

Matthias Wohlfahrt
Director, Head of Carbon Accounting Services /
Product Owner BEC

As we have global clients using our services to calculate
their emissions from business travel, commuting and their
offices / IT, our internal case can rather easily be adopted
and supported via referring to our tool and team.
Materiality-wise, we always knew that our overall travel
footprint makes for the biggest contribution to our footprint.
Since 2014, we have, thus, taken accountability of the
accordant emissions by using our partner Forliance (formerly
Forest Carbon Group) for compensation. When the firm
decided to commit to an ambitious emission reduction
target, it was clear that we should pursue a more holistic
approach to emission measurement. Consequently,
our BEC team was consulting with our internal Priority
Team “(E)mission Zero” throughout the process:
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which aspects make for a more holistic emission footprint
beyond business travel for a service company like ours?
Which data can be collected from which sources and who
would be the contact points? How can we design a
sustainable data process ensuring continuity, reliability and
timely delivery? And how can we design roadmaps for
countries and segments to contribute to our ambition?
Our team will further support our internal emission reduction
path by using the tool, empowering users, providing needed
data analytics and by simulating the impact of potential
levers to cut off emission.

Want to learn more?
You can find detailed information
on the BEC (BearingPoint Emissions
Calculator) here!
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Key facts and actions
We see that for us, emission management is key – and there are a lot of levers
to pull. Mainly, we are required to reduce the emissions related to business
travel. Beyond our current focus (alignment with countries for dedicated
emission reduction strategies), we integrate sustainability firmwide via policies,
recommendations, and collaboration tools. On our way to “(E)mission Zero”,
we offset remaining emissions with our partner Forliance.
Also, we raise awareness for sustainable consumption among our people.

Planet governance
The Purpose Priority Team “(E)mission Zero”, our CSR Council and
firmwide CSR promote our emission agenda. They work closely together
with central functions (Travel, Office and IT Management).
We collaborate with a network of Sustainability Agents across offices
who volunteer for the benefit our PLANET actions with ideas and officespecific impulses.

Via Sustainability Hacks,
Sustainability Agents
share tips on how to act
more sustainably

Business travel

Commute

•	Extended working from home
opportunities

•	Conducted “Commute Survey”
to understand our people’s commute
routines and seek feedback on how
the firm may support

•	Support of remote work with
compliant online tools (video
conferencing in offices, workshop
tools, etc.)

We grow a BearingPoint
forest with Treedom

•	Four practices providing
company bikes

•	Firmwide travel policy incorporating
emissions and wellbeing in travel
decisions

•	Developed the app GreenWays to
allow our people to compensate for
private travel emissions

Office

IT

•	Majority of offices located close to
main stations incentivizing train
travel and use of public transport

•	Check for sustainable device
alternatives

•	Qualitative “sustainable office
screening” conducted
•	Paper-free office with printer
defaults and tools such as DocuSign
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•	Sustainable procurement guidelines
implemented
•	Vendor Scorecard (regular monitoring
of IT suppliers, entailing sustainability
/ compliance aspects)
•	Internal Green IT campaigning
together with IT
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Spotlight: GreenWays app
The BearingPoint app to make travel greener.

First, there was an idea in the room: What if we used our
knowledge in emission tracking to empower everybody to
understand their footprint and act? That was the moment
when GreenWays was born.
GreenWays is an app that helps people to track their
individual mobility CO2 footprint. We think that this will
help raise awareness that our daily trips and commute
really add up to significant emissions. The idea is, of course,
to make people consider their private travel behaviors or,
at least, take responsibility for it: we designed an in-app
function to directly compensate for these emissions and
invest in UN Gold Standard projects together with our
partner TeamClimate.
Stefan Pechardschek
Partner, Global Leader Technology
and GreenWays Partner Sponsor

With this pitch, a team of four reached out to me in my
role as Global Technology Leader, asking for sponsorship.
The idea convinced me right from the start. For me, the app
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shows how digital tools can enhance sustainability. We set
up a cross-functional team including consultants, members
of our BearingPoint Emissions Calculator team, firmwide
CSR, our partner mindful mission, and developers from
our Digital Factory. In an agile approach, we defined the
MVP based on minimum technical requirements, wrote
epics, designed a mock-up and, thus, pushed through the
developing progress.
Then we aligned with internal teams to ensure data
compliance and privacy: With our internal app launch in
June 2021, we are doing a firmwide app-testing with our
people. Most of them can now use the app on a voluntary
basis for their private mobility emission tracking. For me this
shows three things: (1) Our people have the best ideas, (2)
technology can leverage sustainability, and (3) I am thrilled
to be able to support such initiatives.

Have you met TeamClimate?
Visit the webpage of our partner TeamClimate here.
They are enabling CO2-compensation for companies and individuals.
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Spotlight: Awareness with “Sustainability Hacks”
Sustainable daily practices shared by our people.
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Together with our network of Sustainability Agents, we developed a library containing tips and
tricks around daily sustainable practices for everybody.
Mainly, these address our people in consulting. We reflect on what each and every single one of
us can do to travel more sustainably, how we can save emissions while working from home and
how we all can limit our CO2 emissions when working online via smart-tool usage, communications
and storage management.
We also worked on a guide for marketing providing impulses and useful resources to ensure that
an on-site event is conducted as sustainably as possible. It contains tips on what to consider as
regards guest arrival and accommodation, catering, take-aways and potential CO2 assessment
and compensation. For our office managers, we have gathered knowledge on green office supplies
and platforms to buy these.

Sustainable events

Sustainable office supplies

Sustainable business trips

Sustainable IT

A central space to grab a hack!
These “Sustainability Hacks” are promoted firmwide and
are made available to all our people via our central resource
intranet presence: The CSR Community of Practice.

Sustainably working
from home
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Spotlight: Awareness with green “Digital Good Deeds”
Our people inspire one another by sharing tools, apps and online services to easily act
for the planet! See two examples of a Digital Good Deed we promote below.

Science tells us that sustainable reafforestation of forests is the greatest
natural option for climate protection currently at our availability.
The Italian-based organization Treedom plants trees worldwide. According
to their website, more than two million trees have been planted and bred
since 2010. They collaborate with local farmers, who receive start-up funding
until the trees bear fruit and make a contribution to their living. Via the
treedom.net platform, each tree can be followed digitally via geolocation
and regular updates.
In our firm, Martina promotes Treedom and takes care of our Treedom forest
as an optional, green thank you for our people and clients. The forest already
counts 600 trees.
treedom.net
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Every search request that people make on the internet is accountable for
0.2 grams of CO2. On average, we all do more than three web searches a day
– and even more with consultants that work online a lot.
While some search engines claim to run on renewable energy or aim
to move to net zero in the near future, the world’s largest not-for-profit
search engine, Ecosia, isn’t carbon neutral, but carbon negative; they
remove much more CO2 than they emit, thanks to the trees they plant and
protect. Ecosia is a German-based B Corp certified business. Based on Bing’s
search technology, they earn money through ads and 100% of their profits
go towards climate action. As a rule of thumb, an average of 45 search
requests fund an additional tree. Up to now, they have planted more than
130 million trees! Alena is our internal Ecosia ambassador. For example,
she promotes Ecosia on our intranet page “Digital Good Deeds”.
ecosia.org
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Spotlight: How we address sustainability
in our supply chain
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Ready for new supply chain regulations.
I joined BearingPoint in 2018. Originally, I come from a
commodity trading professional background where supply
chain assessment is a pivotal part of the compliance
function. I thought as a technology consulting firm,
BearingPoint engages mainly with suppliers for IT, business
contractors, marketing and office supplies and services –
all areas which do not fall in the obvious scope of potential
human rights violation.

Judith Sasse
Chief Compliance Officer, Head of Data
Protection & Information Security

Nevertheless, given our global reach and the versatility of
business partners we work with – be it as clients, suppliers,
service provider or partners – I soon realized that these
issues not only concern us, but that this is an area where
we need to do more throughout our supply chain. As a
minimum, we will ask our supplier questions as regards their
social and environmental actions, and we will know where
our equipment and devices are coming from.
So, in 2019 we started to adapt our supplier routines.
To do so, we identified areas of potential risks – here,
the ten principles of the UN Global Compact provided
a common denominator. We asked questions to be able
to make an assessment of our given suppliers.

Ultimately, we demonstrated our commitment
internally and to the outside by becoming a signatory
of the UN Global Compact. Since then, we introduced
a revised Supplier Code of Business Ethics, which is
automatically rolled out to new suppliers, contractors
and business partners.
Human rights and sustainability became a key pillar in
the selection calculation methodology in our firmwide
procurement processes. Starting in 2021, specifically
towards our IT suppliers, we aim to enforce those through
an ongoing assessment.
We are still on a journey, but we really do care and are,
therefore, also well prepared to comply with new laws
and regulations in this field.

Look at our UN Global
Compact Communication
of Progress here
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Note from
Markus Laqua
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Everyone should have the chance to thrive and develop. That is core to our
internal people-centric approach.
At the same time, we know that our responsibility as a firm and corporate
citizen reaches beyond our firm borders.
Thus, the firm supports social causes in manyfold ways, be it networks, assets,
time or knowledge. Specifically, we know that people volunteering comes
with numerous positive ripple effects. That is why we encourage our people to
bring in their impulses on how to do better – as a firm and as individuals (see
for example Digital Good Deeds). The other way around, we provide many
opportunities to jointly give back, like fundraising campaigns and social days.
With “Enable Helpers”, we create impact via pro bono work with and for nonprofits, and social start-ups for lasting value. Close to our heart is the creation
of a platform to match non-profits with needs for professional support and
organizations to support pro bono consulting.
There is something impactful for everybody. A proof point for this is
the many active coordinators and volunteers, and the diversity of action
we observe.

Markus Laqua
Firmwide CSR Sponsor
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Key facts and actions
“Society” is the third strategic pillar of engagement at BearingPoint.
It encompasses the whole variety of ways that our firm and our people engage
beyond our core business. Here, we provide opportunities for our people to take
action for the benefit of the communities we do business in.
We reach out to people in many ways – teams collect litter, do a fundraising
campaign for a dedicated cause or are encouraged to donate blood.
We enable helpers with pro bono support – whether it is projects, workshops,
hackathons or advocacy for pro bono.
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Pro bono action
Whether it is webinars, coaching or a longer-term project, we are
collaborating and sharing knowledge and time with non-profits and
social start-ups on topics around strategy, data analytics, or tool
support. We advocate for pro bono as a driver of social impact.

CSR governance
Our country CSR Leads enable us to “reach out to
people”. Firmwide CSR is facilitating our pro bono work
with “Enable Helpers” and our firmwide campaigns.
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Spotlight: Our water challenge with Viva con Agua
Water is life. Access to water is key.
“Water is life”. This is Viva con Agua’s key message.
We couldn’t agree more! This statement becomes even more
true in times of a pandemic. Hygiene is dependent on access
to water and adequate sanitation facilities. It will not come
as a surprise that one dollar invested in clean water brings
eight dollars of benefit to society.
That is why, we aimed to make a positive impact here with
our 2020 CSR campaign. We partnered with Viva con Agua,
that were about to anchor their social business in South
Africa. BearingPoint became initiating partner with their
project “South Africa W.I.N.S.”

Ajay Paul
Viva con Agua South Africa

The objective: Within three years they want to build reliable
and sustainable W.A.S.H. systems in 40 schools in Eastern
Cape (South Africa), a deprived area with challenges to
access drinking water. By the way, W.A.S.H. is short for
WAter, Sanitation and Hygiene.
We supported Viva con Agua to make W.A.S.H. happen for
ten schools with our donation.
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Beyond that, we offered our contacts in South Africa
support in building the needed telecommunications
infrastructure. Being online will not only help with the
sanitation and water access maintenance, it will also add to
students’ educational opportunities, for sure. Beyond that,
together with our people, we campaigned for the right to
access clean water and for the important work of Viva con
Agua via Social Media.

Thanks to this partnership, Viva
con Agua South Africa can ensure
that 10 schools in the Eastern Cape
region in South Africa will get access
to clean water – benefiting the
community as a whole!
Ajay Paul
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Spotlight: We support our people to support society
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While “We reach out to people” mainly means hands-on volunteering support, with
COVID-19, most of the activity was enabled online. With limited opportunities to get in
touch with our CSR teams and with potential beneficiaries, most of the activities involved
creative ways to raise funds and donate to dedicated causes as a team.
We saw that there was especially interest in addressing the needs of people hit by the
pandemic or environmental catastrophes.
Find some examples from our countries here, where we – together with our people –
raised awareness and funding!

With our colleagues from France, we counted 7,372 steps and
turned these into donations for families affected by COVID-19
via Auteuil Apprentices.
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Spotlight: How we “Enable Help(ers)” with our
time and skills
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We collaborate with purpose-driven organizations by supporting them on a pro bono basis.
In parallel to this, we act as ambassadors and empower others to engage pro bono, too.
Exemplary pro bono projects

Exemplary pro bono ambassadorship

We have worked with a number of non-profits already in the context of pro
bono projects. Excited? Here are some examples onf the topics we addressed
together with our non-profit clients in the past:
•	Donor churn prevention strategy based on data-analysis
with the goal to understand when and why donors end relation
with an organization
•	Data-based donor segmentation to better understand donor needs
and specificities and to later design segment-specific communication
and interaction
•	Moderating the definition of a digital strategy and approach
for a non-profit with a number of teams and diverse needs
•	Emission tracking and management for a non-profit with
a circular-economy approach

We had an idea and brought it to life! We connected with partners from the non-profit
and consulting world and jointly developed a match-making platform for pro bono
mandates: Consulting4Good.de. The free-to-use platform will now be hosted by our partner
Haus des Stiftens and will connect non-profits and social start-ups in Germany with a need
for pro bono support with (consulting) companies that have matching capacity to support
pro bono.

•	Joint conceptualization and realization of a webinar curriculum to digitalize
non-profits for the target group of our collaborating non-profit partner
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Spotlight: “Digital Good Deeds” show how
easy doing good can be
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Example: Firmwide micro-donation campaigning for an app that enables food
for people in crises locations.
Some years ago, I learnt about an app that aims to involve
people like you and me to support an important cause: to
relieve hunger in the world.
I found their approach extremely convincing: Via an app,
people can inform themselves on where donations are
allocated, which is where people do not have access to
basic nutrition. App users can, with one click only, donate
meals to these causes / people. One meal equals 70 cent.
It shows how anyone’s small contribution can change
another person’s life. In 2020, the app was awarded with a
prestigious prize, which is an impressive signal for the quality
and actual impact of this program.

Alexandru Matei
Business Consultant at BearingPoint and
Promoter for the App

I actually became something like a heavy-user with this
app. Yet, I kept wondering, what more I could contribute
to support this program. I started to tell other people
how easy and impactful it was to engage via the app.
Then, in 2018, I did my first “official” introduction to the
program while I was working for BearingPoint Italy. Rabih,
BearingPoint partner, encouraged me to do so. Having
experienced such great support and feedback, I contacted

our CSR team, asking if there were opportunities to do
something similar in other countries. They invited me to
promote the app via our Digital Good Deed platform and
we spread the news via our internal communication
channels. Also, we discussed with our CSR Council if this
may serve as a firmwide initiative and they agreed!
Together with our CSR Lead from Germany, I am now an
ambassador for this program, pushing for 5,000 meals to be
donated by our colleagues in the run of 2021. Keep your
fingers crossed!

Status update!
Since we started promoting the app, our colleagues
firmwide, have shared more than 5,500 meals via the
BearingPoint app community.
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Note from
Rémy Sergent
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As a professional service company, our lever for sustainable impact lies in the work
with our clients. With Sustainability Consulting we provide guidance and assistance
for corporate and public sector clients from C-level to operations in shaping their
transformational journey towards sustainable futures.
Our sustainability consulting portfolio has a long history. Most visible is the BearingPoint
Emissions Calculator, which enables organizations to get grip on their CO2 footprint.
Also, we developed, and are still expanding, industry-specific offerings to help our clients
think about sustainability strategically and manage sustainable change – from an initial
maturity assessment to supply chain management and sustainable finance consulting.
We combine people-centricity, and a data-driven approach with innovative spirit and
sector insights. Internally, we collaborate firmwide in a strong and still growing crossindustry sustainability community.
To support this approach, we not only apply tools and concepts for our internal
sustainability, we also challenge our consulting delivery model to ensure
“Sustainable Ways of Working”. Thinking about offerings and delivery model together
makes for a perfect, sustainable fit.

Rémy Sergent
Firmwide Sponsor
Sustainability Consulting
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Purpose priority: “Sustainable Ways of Working” (SWOW)
The firm has set itself ambitious goals for sustainable future. Our working group “Sustainable Ways of Working” (SWOW) is set up to challenge and innovate
our ways of working to ensure that we all work towards contributing to our Sustainability Goals. A big impact we can make is by looking at how we deliver our
projects with clients. We want to ensure that all dimensions of sustainability are, by design, addressed progressively right from the start
with our projects. That was the spirit when we gathered as a team!
Judith Sturm

Samantha Philpott

Mathias Møller

Aenne Ohainski
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To start with, we want to raise awareness and frame sustainability as a team effort. The idea was to design an engaging team kick-off routine, including
exercises to reflect on diversity in the team, inclusion of team members’ needs and ecological improvements when working on the project. Also, we seek to
sensitize the fact that our projects themselves may contribute to a bigger picture – to sustainable development goals. With this in mind, we defined our first
two initiatives: the “sustainable project charter“ and the “sustainability scorecard“.

Sustainable project charter

Sustainability scorecard

This is a step-by-step manual for project kick-offs that enrich our project
team onboarding with additional sustainability considerations. For
example, we created a board to do the team introduction based on
team members reflecting on their individual MBTI assessment. Also,
we suggested appointing a sustainability and wellbeing manager with
each team. Teams jointly reflect how to avoid emissions and what the
project‘s SDG impact is. With the sustainable project charter, we want
to instill reflection and responsible action.

Beyond assessing the project itself on its potential contribution to
emission reduction, flexibility and diversity through the way we set up
(“deliver”) the project, the second objective of the scorecard is to reflect
on, if and how, the project itself is related to the SDGs.

We have just recently finalized prototypes for both assets, and invited project
managers across the firm to do a reality check: Do they understand what we
are aiming for? Are the instructions clear? Are the provided templates and tools
useful? Beyond this, we will be working with the other Purpose Priority Teams
on directives and improvements to internal procedures, too.

This is our firmwide SWOW-goal
All our projects delivered sustainably by 2025 with
30% of the projects substantially overcoming the
minimum benchmark.
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Crossing industry insights and sustainability needs
Our approach to sustainability consulting (1/3).
Our firm can rely on key strengths: the high specialization
of teams along our matrix structure with segments and
service lines – and, of course, our people. When we say that
sustainability is a transversal topic, we mean that it affects
all the industries we work in and all service lines we tackle.
Looking back, many teams within the firm have started to
work with clients on a variety of sustainability projects.
In France, for example, we launched a dedicated practice
on sustainability strategy and management ten years ago.
And still, the market has been accelerating massively in the
last two or three years. The sustainability challenges at hand
from emission goals to social justice are global challenges
that come with high urgency, incredible complexity and
demand for radical transformation.
Sébastien Guéchot
Director Sustainability Consulting FBLA,
Lead of FW Community Sustainability Consulting

For us as consultants, we know the sustainability topic with
all its dimensions and facets is too broad, and the dynamics
are too rapid for an individual or team to be an expert on
all levels. Therefore, we nurture an external ecosystem with
specialized partners and advisors. We also ask clients for
their feedback beyond concrete projects. Internally, we
also have left silo-thinking behind and cultivate ongoing,
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future-oriented exchange across the firm, especially so in our
growing Sustainability Consulting Community.
With this community, we created a space for impact: it
serves as a collaboration space that generates transparency
on the sustainability projects we are currently working on
with clients across all industries. We engage in continuous
exchange with leadership teams to follow-up on future
trends on sustainability, to be ahead of the game and invest
into knowledge and capability building. Beyond that, the
community serves a place of purpose, and many people
intrinsically engage by sharing impulses and by instilling
discussions. Colleagues from diverse practices work together
on thought leadership studies or new firmwide offerings.
Also, we induce peer-to-peer learning with our format
“SusTrainAbility” (see page 56). Our community comprises
more than 350 active users from analyst to partner; in the
following we also share some exemplary sustainability
project insights.
I am happy to not only lead the French team on this topic,
but also connect the dots firmwide with people who are
passionate about sustainability.
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Crossing industry insights and sustainability needs
Our approach to sustainability consulting (2/3).

1

Ensure compliance –
address stakeholders’ pressure
• Invest in innovation
•	Implement new business models
(e.g. through M&A and partnerships)
•	
Involve your people in the
transformation process and bring
them together around common values

2

Seize business opportunities –
enhance your competitive edge

3
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Take the lead –
change the game

•	
Adapt your business model to be
more resilient

•	Meet regulatory requirements (e.g. duty
of care, CSR reporting, PACTE bill)

•	Implement a more sustainable project
portfolio (green recovery plan, ESG,
low carbon)

•	Socio-environmental performance
management (appropriate organization
and governance)

•	Monitor and control impacts on whole
ecosystem (e.g. Cloud and Green IT,
Smart city)

•	
Monitor and control impacts on the key
steps of the value chain (e.g. traceability,
supply chain carbon impact assessment)
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Crossing industry insights and sustainability needs
Our approach to sustainability consulting (3/3).
Our approach to sustainability consulting is built on our industry expertise,
a triple bottom line approach, and an opportunity-based mindset based on
digital, data, and technology solutions.
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Strategy and Resilience

Want to learn more?

From holistic sustainability maturity assessment
to developing opportunity-driven strategy

Read more about the way we support
clients to excel in their sustainability
journey here

Business Transformation
Shape and accompany the journey from conducting change
to impact assessment and transparency

Climate and Environment Services
Focus on data-driven emission tracking, analysis and
management tailored to client industry and logics
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Clients

Spotlight: Address sustainability holistically
BearingPoint’s Sustainability Maturity Assessment (SMA).
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The SMA enables clients to avoid the cost of non-action and
seize sustainability opportunities, thereby fostering future
economic success via a holistic approach. Starting with an
“as-is” analysis, we jointly formulate targets, derive roadmaps
and priorities, as well as relevant investment needs. Doing so,
we take our clients through an end-to-end journey – from a
thorough analysis, to strategy and execution. We are truly able
to deep-dive into the subject matter and deliver long-lasting
value in a condensed time frame. This process covers multiple
sustainability dimensions and perceptions, from C-level to
operations, thus closing the strategy execution gap.
Internally, the SMA is part of our BearingPoint approach of
dissolving borders, thereby achieving true collaboration. We
take our framework as a blueprint for helping both clients and
ourselves to evolve with the world’s pressing sustainability
challenges, across all industries.

Plus Firmwide Collaborators

The sustainability topic has engaged our consulting teams
across the firm for many years. With the SMA, we bring our
consultants’ combined experience from across multiple
industries and countries into a consolidated approach.

Heta Hartikainen

Judith Sturm

Philipp Glase

Sebastien Guéchot

Francesca Toffali

Laure Hellin

Alexandru Matei

Espen Bagge-Lütken

Casper Wennekers

Ludovic Mendes

Wiebke Rasmussen

Florian Schaller

Seize your business’
next growth and
innovation journey!

Take a leadership
position amongst
your competitors!

Future-proof your
business!

Rémy Sergent

BearingPoint’s
Sustainability Maturity
Assessment
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Develop Louis Delhaize CSR approach
Inside sustainability consulting.
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About the client
Louis Delhaize is a family retail group that made
€8,000 million of revenue in 2019, through four countries
in Europe.
The group has various food, garden center and pet store
chains, with a total of 66 shopping centers in 2020.

Challenges for Louis Delhaize
Louis Delhaize experienced increasing pressure from its stakeholders
(incl. investors, consumers, collaborators, public authorities, competitors)
regarding its socio-environmental impacts considerations.
Particularly, the group was interested in sustainability linked loans.

The project reflects our holistic approach based on the
idea of a sustainability maturity assessment – which
has proven to be just the right thing to do.

Concrete goal: To have access to sustainability-linked loans, Louis Delhaize
aimed at defining a solid sustainability approach, including measurable
goals, reporting and governance.

Single sustainability actions need to be embedded
in a bigger picture. Always.
Sébastien Guéchot
BearingPoint Director
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Define emission strategy with Wipak Group
Inside sustainability consulting.
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About the client
Wipak Group (Wipak) is a global manufacturer and
supplier of packaging solutions and services for Food
products and Medical Instruments and Devices.
It is part of the family-owned Wihuri Group based
in Finland.

BearingPoint’s Emissions Calculator fulfills our needs.
It supports us to assess GHG emissions of raw materials,
our production facilities and freight transportation, and
support processes such as business travel and sales
offices, and to identify emission reduction potentials.

Challenges for Wipak
As part of their sustainability transformation strategy, Wipak formulated the
ambition to change for carbon-neutrality.
To do so, Wipak aimed at creating a precise understanding of their
corporate emission footprint from cradle-to-gate. Only then the goal
can be specified and measures needed to achieve the path to zero
emissions on time can be defined.
Concrete goal: Reducing carbon footprint to zero by 2025 by accurately
calculating their carbon emissions and gaining emission transparency
across the entire product life-cycle process.

Dorit Nelke-Bruhn
Manager Sustainability Processes
and Patents, Wipak Group
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Reduce paper consumption with European Patent Office
Inside sustainability consulting.
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About the client
The European Patent Office (EPO) is the patent office
for the whole European Union.
While granting international patents, the European
patent office produces and consumes a lot of paper
each year.

Challenges for EPO
The EPO documented an annual paper consumption of 125 million paper
sheets. On average, each employee prints 94 pages of paper on a single
working day.
Sustainability is core to EPO’s organizational strategy 2023. In this
context, reducing paper consumption was identified as one key area of
improvement.

As with every change project, stakeholder involvement
is key. We had regular meetings with the client, realized
interviews with pilot users and tested communications.
By the way, the project proved the viability of a remoteonly project instead of on-site during COVID-19. Also,
COVID-19 helped to set awareness and partly to fulfill
some goals – if you don´t have a printer at home you
don’t print.

Also, EPO identified this as an occasion to adapt ways of working to digital,
which would support their actual role as technological leader promoting
innovation via patent work.
Concrete goal: We supported the EPO in the planning
and setup of paper reduction measures to reduce
paper consumption by 70% until 2023.

Steffen Tampe
BearingPoint Director
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Developing an app to screen your personal environment
Inside sustainability consulting.
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About the client
A federal ministry of environment in Germany.

Need to be addressed
Citizens are part of the environment and should experience and understand
environmental issues in order to take appropriate action and decision-making.

Through today’s digital media, we not only have the opportunity to inform
about environmental topics, but also to make it an interactive, individual
and entertaining experience. BearingPoint is very pleased to contribute to
environmental awareness.
Juliane Weber
BearingPoint Partner

According to the Open Data Policy, federal data should be available
in a clear and comprehensive way.
Also, we identified an app as a possibility to support
sustainability communication.
Concrete goal: To promote environmental awareness data,
should be presented in a citizen-oriented and interactive way.
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Spotlight: How deciders tackle sustainability
A BearingPoint report based on interviews with clients from different industries.
In 2020, we conducted a study on sustainability with leaders from selected
client companies.
The objective was to gain profound insights into how clients tackle
sustainability. We aimed to identify triggers, showstoppers and accelerators
of a profound transformation. We conducted the research in times of the
health crisis aiming to understand how this affected company’s focus on
sustainability, sensitivity for global challenges and ability to act.
Here, we provide an overview on the key insights we took from this research.

1
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The health crisis revealed organizations’
need for resilience
The health crisis confirmed the need to build more resilient
business models. Many leaders have taken strong positions
on ensuring increasing consideration of socio-environmental
challenges.
Social issues have come to the fore, giving rise to solidarity
actions at the level of individuals and companies.

The whole study is available for
download here.

The priority for companies today is to relaunch activity as
quickly as possible. It is unclear if this recovery will be compatible
with much longer-term socio-ecological commitments.

Please note that it is currently only available in French.
Interview Partners:

20

Timeline of interviews:

July–September 2020
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Spotlight: Peer-to-peer learning with “SusTrainAbility”
Regular sessions of exchange around sustainability on a firmwide basis.
Since early 2021, every second Friday, the international sustainability community
within BearingPoint meets online for a joint brown bag lunch session that
addresses a specific sustainability topic. We call these sessions “SusTrainAbility”.
The format is based on peer-to-peer learning. From analyst to partner, from
Oslo to Milan: with every session, we have people sharing insights into a hot
sustainability topic. We debate on new supply chain legislation, delineate the
line between sustainability communication and greenwashing and ask for
feedback on new consulting services currently developed.
With SusTrainAbility, we allow for continuous professional exchange,
further development of expertise and offerings, as well as international
team building and fun. We welcome everybody at BearingPoint to join –
either professional sustainability consultants, or people who are just starting
to orientate themselves in this field.

Did you know?
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Selected topics from our first edition of SusTrainAbility
in early 2021
Our Way2Purpose at BearingPoint
Insights into our internal ambition and
approach to CSR

Our approach to CSR maturity
assessment
A case study from the luxury segment

Greenwashing
How to avoid one of sustainability’s
most common sports!

How to go paperless
Insights into a change project with
a paper-intense state agency

Thought leadership
How to turn an article into actual
thought leadership

Working with the Emissions
Calculator
Our lessons from the past year

The SDGs as a key sustainability
framework
An introduction

Supply chain legislation
A status quo
Creating sustainable buzz around
LinkedIn

In our firmwide Sustainability Consulting network, more than 350
members are following and contributing to the exchange. It’s one
of the biggest active networks in the firm.
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People DIVE*

FY19

FY20

Firmwide Headcount as per Dec 31st
Overall
Share of Females
Share of Males

All
4,638
36%
64%

CFS**
3,997
31%
69%

All
4,648
36%
64%

CFS**
4,048
32%
68%

New Hires (percentage by gender)
Share of Females
Share of Males

41%
59%

36%
64%

39%
61%

37%
63%

Management (percentage by gender)
Share of Females
Share of Males

23%		
77%		

24%
76%

Partners (percentage by gender)
Share of Females
Share of Males

11%		
89%		

12%
88%

Management Committee (composition by gender)
Women
Men

1		
10		

2
9

Clients
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* In the appendix you can find background information on the data sources, assumptions, as well as room for improvement that we strive for in the future.
** CFS is short for client-facing staff.
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FY19

FY20

Generations
Babyboomers – born 1946–1964
Generation X – born 1965–1980
Generation Y – born 1981–1994
Generation Z – born 1995–2012

6%		
24%		
64%		
6%		

5%
23%
63%
9%

“How people feel indicators” from People Survey
Average across the firm; 6-point Likert scale with ‘6’ indicating highest agreement
Sense of Belonging at BearingPoint
piloted		
Engagement
4.9		
Psychological Safety
4.7		
Leadership Culture
5.4		

4.8
4.9
4.7
5.4

Sessions & Events in the countries by DIVE teams**
DIVE Events & Trainings			
Health & Wellbeing 			

20
31

Society

Clients
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* In the appendix you can find background information on the data sources, assumptions, as well as room for improvement that we strive for in the future.
** we started this kind of reporting in 2020 – we have ten countries as part of the reporting in this pilot phase.
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Planet*

FY19

FY20

Emissions by Source – metric tons of CO2e
Business Travel – Air Travel
Business Travel – Other
Commute
Offices
IT – Device Utilization
Total Emissions
Effective CO2e Compensation (t CO2e)

8,059		
1,054
3,016		
1,852
1,150		172
1,082		819
151		
146
13,458		
4,055
7,133		
4,055

Emissions by Scope – metric tons of CO2e
Scope 1
Scope 2
Scope 3
Total Emissions
Emissions per employee (in kilograms of CO2e )
Percentage change in total emissions compared to FY 2019 Baseline

1,690		
918		
10,850		
13,458		
2,902		
0		

Clients
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1,479
679
1,897
4,055
872
31

* In the appendix you can find background information on the data sources, assumptions, as well as room for improvement that we strive for in the future.
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Planet*

FY19

FY20

Emissions by Region – metric tons of CO2e
FBLA
GSA
GROW
GLO
NCE
Holding
Total Emissions

1,733
7,791
1,519
192
1,945
277
13,458

166
3,044
265
20
376
184
4,055

Office Emissions by Source – metric tons of CO2e
Purchased Electricity
Natural Gas
Diesel
District Cooling
Total Office Emissions (incl. approximations*)

601
164
215
54
1,082

459
140
104
819

Other Environmental Office Data
Total Water Consumption (cubic meters)
Number of printouts (tsd.)

15,555
1,981

-*
1,437

Clients
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* In the appendix you can find background information on the data sources, assumptions, as well as room for improvement that we strive for in the future.
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FY19 **

Planet

Society

FY20 **

We enable help(ers)! (pro bono engagements firmwide)
Pro bono days budgeted (days)		
Pro bono projects initiated		
Pro bono workshops / coachings / webinars held		
Skill-based volunteering (mentoring with externals)		

700
11
12
>10

We reach out to people (small-scale / hands-on activities in the countries)
Number of hands-on society activities realized		
Meals shared via meal app		
No. of non-profits we donated for		

45
700
>30

Clients
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* We started with only SOCIETY Data Collection in a consistent manner on a firmwide level in 2020.
* * This pilot made obvious that we need some refinement. Thus, reference data for 2019 is not available and 2020 is not complete.
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People: DIVE
Method and assumptions.
Sample and data basis

Additional background on “How people feel indicators”

All data is gathered as per December 31st, if not otherwise indicated.

We measure these four indicators as provided in the data overview by using selected items,
that are widely accepted to explain latent constructs. Here, our people indicate agreement
with the following statements:

The data we report in the People DIVE section is taken from three sources:
•	HR controlling data, which is the source for demographic data. This data
is mainly referring to active permanent staff. We provide aggregate
firmwide data; especially for the gender deep DIVE, we differentiate
between client-facing staff (people working in our consulting business) and
non-client-facing staff (people with internal functions).
•	Our regular people and pulse surveys, with which we collect anonymous
feedback by our people firmwide on a regular basis. Via these surveys,
we receive feedback on soft indicators – “How people feel indicators”,
which we treat as key indicators for the effectiveness of our DIVE activities.
•	Documentation by our DIVE Leads on sessions and specific DIVE initiatives
in our local practices via “(Y)Our Doing” Reporting Sheet where we collect
all country initiatives with a status; all activities indicating “finalized”,
“In progress”, and “ongoing” were counted.
All data is retrieved and collected once a year to feed / update our
DIVE Dashboard.

BearingPoint Sustainability Report 2021
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Belonging: I feel a sense of belonging at BearingPoint.
Engagement: I am proud of the work that I do.
Psychological safety: I often express my views on issues important to me, even when
I know that others will disagree
Leadership culture: My leaders (Development Manager, Engagement Manager, Team
Leader) treat me with respect.
All items apply a 6-point Likert scale, with 1=‘strongly disagree’ and 6=‘strongly agree’.
The ‘belonging’ item was piloted in 2019 in a separate survey with a different sample size;
since 2020, ‘belonging’ is included in our People Survey. Thus, we only report 2020. Our
People survey is an annual survey, conducted every fall. Since 2021, we have started the
Pulse Survey – a shortened version of our People Survey, that we conduct in the beginning
of summer for an in-between pulse check with our people.

DIVE data team
Firmwide DIVE Lead, DIVE Leads from the countries, Equal Opportunities Officer Germany,
Power BI Expert (Ireland), HR Controlling.
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Planet: Emission calculation
Approach to calculate the CO2e reduction target.
Calculation approach

Origins of emissions

We decided to orientate our emission management approach on the ScienceBased Target initiative (SBTi). The SBTi is a partnership between Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP), the United Nations Global Compact, World Resources
Institute (WRI) and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). To determine our
corporate greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction target, we used, as recommended
for professional service companies, the absolute contraction approach.
Wherever possible we applied the market-based methodology. We have used
the certified BearingPoint Emissions Calculator (BEC) as tool to consolidate,
verify and calculate our emissions.

We take into account emissions induced by business travel (including air
travel, company and private cars, rental cars, and taxis), office emissions
(including emissions related to electricity and heating), IT (currently including
emissions related to energy consumption related to the use of devices) and
commute (related to our people need to cover a distance to get to and back
from the office).

Definition of baseline year
We have agreed to make the fiscal year (January–December) 2019 our
baseline year, mainly as this was the last full operational year before the
COVID-19 pandemic and within “normal” business operations.

Scope of ambition
The SBTi is considering two levels of ambition: well-below 2 °C as compared to
pre-industrial levels and below 1.5°C. With our Sustainable by Design Steering
Committee, we decided to follow the 1.5°C path and we are in the process of
committing to the SBTi Business Ambition for 1.5°C.
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Scope of emissions
It is a standard procedure to allocate emissions to scope. Scope 1 covers direct
emissions from owned or controlled sources. At BearingPoint, financial-lease
company cars and natural gas in the office fall into Scope 1. Scope 2 covers
indirect emissions from the generation of purchased electricity, steam, heating
and cooling consumed by the reporting company. The remaining office
emissions fall into this category. Scope 3 includes all other indirect emissions
that occur in a company’s value chain. In the case of BearingPoint, all business
travel (excl. company car), commuting and IT related emissions.
In the following pages, we provide more details on how we collected and
analyzed the data on the different origins of emissions.
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Planet: Business travel
Emission calculation and reduction measures.
Sample and data basis
The emission origin “Business Travel” includes emissions related to the
transport modes company and private cars as well as rental cars, taxi and
plane. Except for plane, we could retrieve all relevant data from our core travel
systems. For company and private cars as well as rental cars, we collected data
on the kilometers driven via our expense tool; for rental cars, we used data
requested by our rental car partners.

Assumptions
Where available, we added information on the type of fuel the car is running
on. If not available, we applied average values. This information was used as
input for our BEC-based calculation. For taxi, we extracted the number of trips
from our expense tool and clustered these trips according to the value added
tax category the invoice mentioned. This gives an indication for the length of
the trip and served as a proxy for missing indication on the kilometers driven
with the taxi. Again, we applied average statistics as an assumption to the fuel
type the taxi was running on.
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With regards to plane data, we needed to merge different data sources, since
not all flights were booked via our central booking system. We extrapolate the
volume of the missing data via shadowing the booking data with the data from
our expense system:
Extrapolation Step 1: We extracted the flights and their EUR expense amounts
from the booking system and their related CO2e impact computed by BEC.
Extrapolation Step 2: We extracted flights from expense system and according
EUR amounts by country.
Extrapolation Step 3: We brought the two sources in relation by dividing
overall EUR amount from expense system by EUR amount from booking
system.
Extrapolation Step 4: We applied the “extrapolation” rate calculated in
Step 3 to the overall CO2e volume (Step 1) to determine the extrapolated
CO2e volume on country-level.
We added the additional emission to the plane footprint. This also explains,
why the value reported in this report is higher than the value we reported in
our annual report 2020. Some flights could not be assigned to countries due
to a lack in data quality; these were allocated to our holding.
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Outlook
From a data perspective, we seek to reach higher data quality in the future
for people using the booking / expense tool. This will help us to allocate
emissions properly and ensure focused actions. To avoid and reduce business
travel, we follow many parallel streams: From a firmwide perspective, a to-belaunched firmwide travel policy integrates ecological matters and wellbeing as
guiding principles beyond client-needs and economic concerns, and promotes
train-as -default where possible. Our working-from-home policies will allow for
higher flexibility; further, in the countries where company cars are provided,
we will revise policies to set incentives for electrified / smaller cars. Our
“(E)Mission Zero” team will support countries in identifying further measures
and share best practice.

Business travel data team
“(E)Mission Zero” Priority Team, CSR Firmwide, BEC Team, firmwide Travel
Management, product owners of our expense system.
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Planet: Commute
Emission calculation and reduction measures.
Sample and data basis
As we do not track how our people get to our offices, we chose an assumptionbased approach to assess our commute footprint. We created assumptions on
average days at the office for CFS(client-facing staff) and non-CFS, distance
between office and home, as well as on the mode of transport chosen.

Assumptions
For both employee groups, we assumed a 50 km distance per round-trip
(to and from the office). Our offices are located in rather central locations
in bigger cities. We assumed that most of our people live a little outside of the
city, which led us to the presumed average commute distance. For non-CFS,
in 2019, an average presence at the office of four days per week was assumed
(by which, we considered for part-time workers, home-office arrangements and
leave of absence). For most of them (80%) we expect them to come by public
transport, since often the use public transport is subsidized with a job-ticket
and our offices are in the city, close to central stations. For the remaining 20%,
we assumed they come by car – again, we applied general statistics on the
share of fuel types.
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For our CFS, we assumed one day per week, with a 50% car usage rate. For
2020, we needed to adapt the assumptions due to COVID-19 effects and new
working-from-home policies. For the annual average, we assumed that CFS and
non-CFS would be in the office once a month (accounting to the fact that the
first three months of the year were “business as usual” and COVID-19 effects
kicked in only then). We also expect that people who own a car used this more
often to avoid the infection risks of using public transport.

Outlook
In July 2021, we conducted a Commute Survey firmwide to understand the
current commute routines and pre-conditions better that our people are facing.
Also, we asked to hear back from our people on the “new normal” working
modes between working from home, at our offices or at client sites. The results
will be used to specify our commute assumptions for next year. In addition,
we took this survey as an occasion to retrieve further impulses on what we
can do as an employer to promote less frequent, greener commutes with
our people. In four of our countries, we offer company bikes; our non-CFS
colleagues in most countries can refund their public transport tickets. With our
office locations, we always ensure that these are centrally located to make it
attractive to use the train and public transport, respectively.

Commute data team
“(E)Mission Zero” Priority Team, CSR Firmwide, BEC Team.
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Planet: Office
Emission calculation and reduction measures.
Sample and data basis
We reached out to our office managers for consumption and emission
data related to the office space we rent with our active offices (excluding
member firms). Out of these 36 offices, 26 offices were able to retrieve actual
consumption and emission data for 2019. As tenants of the office space and
diverse contractual set-ups, the remaining offices were only able to deliver
partially. Still, with the 26 offices that shared consumption and emission data
(emission factors), the data represents the biggest share of our office space:
96% of our people can be allocated to these office spaces. In turn, the missing
ten office spaces only represented 4% of our workforce.

Assumptions
To account for the data gaps, we have extrapolated a per-capita emission
average (233 kg CO2e) from the existing office data. This average emission we
multiplied with the number of people located in the ten offices spaces (207
people as per 31st of December) and allocated these to the countries / regions.
Adding the resulting extrapolated 48 tons of CO2e, resulted in an overall
emission of 1,081 tons of CO2e for BearingPoint in 2019. For 2020, we took
the same approach to deal with missing office data.
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For 2020, data to track office emissions is not complete yet. While we
extrapolated missing information as described above, we assume we will get
a more complete picture by the end of the year, which could result in higher
emissions later on. For this report, we closed the data inflow on August 16,
2021. As per that cut-off date, the per-capita emission average result is
159 kg of CO2e in 2020. For our water consumption, we see that there is little
room for improvement since it is mainly sanitation and drinking water usage.
That is why we do not report continuously on this.

Outlook
The straightforward thing to do, is to switch to renewable energies with all
our office locations as soon as possible. We have also started a qualitative
assessment of our offices to decide on improvement to allow for energy
reduction and improvements in water consumption or less paper use. For the
latter, we are already building on key default set-ups with our printers (print-ondemand function and double-sided black and white printing; use of DocuSign
for signature processes). We are also encouraging our people to use a “think
before you print”-disclaimer with their e-mail signatures.

Office data team
Green IT Expert, CSR Firmwide, BEC Team, Local Office Manager.
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Planet: IT devices and landscape
Emission calculation and reduction measures.
Sample and data basis

Outlook

Laptops, smartphone, including tablets and (cloud) servers, make up for
our IT emission footprint. We have determined the in-use devices by
1st December 2019 and 2020 respectively, and looked up the average
energy usage by device in different usage intensities (from sleep modus
to high CPU utilization).

We see a need to further investigate how existing grids and volume of saved
files as well as booked processing capacity with our cloud server hosts will be
taken into account for our footprint assessment. We are further investigating
the possibility of offering sustainable devices to our device selection portfolio.
We are in contact with providers and follow their development to a status of
being company-ready. By the way, the laptops we use are already equipped
with an “energy saver”, which is dispatching the energy at the right place to
avoid consumption for apps which are currently not active. For all our mobile
devices, we have ensured that providing companies are sourcing responsibly
as certified by the RMAP (Responsible Minerals Assurance Process). Our
providers have programs in place to ensure refurbishment of old devices.

Assumptions
To determine our emission footprint related to the usage of devices (laptops
and smartphones, including tablets), we have applied the following approach:
For 2019, we calculated average usage times for laptops (6.5 hrs per day)
and assumed that people on average use their laptops on 203 working days.
For 2020, we considered short-time work effects due to COVID-19, resulting
in a decrease in utilization by 3.2%. For smartphones and tablets,
we assumed a daily charge rate.
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IT data team
Green IT Expert, CSR Firmwide.

With respect to our cloud and external servers, we have verified with
our cloud server providers that these are run by renewable energies.
The emissions related to BearingPoint-owned servers is accounted for
in the office emission calculation.
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Society
How we aim to measure impact.
Sample and data basis
Our CSR and DIVE Leads are asked to share transparently the initiatives and
events they help organize on a local level. In 2020, we started to work on a
joint database to create transparency with our “(Y)Our Doing” reporting sheet.

Assumptions
This data collection is not based on assumption. The challenge with this
reporting is the diversity of activity that our firm enables in the society section.
For our two programs – “We reach out to people” and “We enable help(ers)”
– we are facing different pre-conditions as regards holistic reporting.
We enable help(ers): For “We enable help(ers)”, we integrate different pro
bono formats. All of these are supported firmwide with a charge code that
we allocate hours to. We differentiate short-term and long-term pro bono
involvement. The latter, we summarize as projects. Under the category “shortterm” fall single workshops for / with non-profits, coachings and webinars held.
Another category – skill-based volunteering – reflects another form of skill
donations for the benefit of disadvantaged people. In contrast to classical pro
bono engagements, our people with their experience and backgrounds support
individuals but not organizations and their people (staff, volunteers…).

BearingPoint Sustainability Report 2021
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We reach out to people: One key strength of how we engage in “We reach
out to people”, is that the firm and our people engage in a variety of ways and
formats. We see that this variety – whether it is donating blood, to backpacks,
to miles and meal vouchers – make consistent tracking and reporting a
challenge. While some of our practices foster strategic collaborations with
single non-profits, others engage less intensely with a number of different
organizations. In 2020, we piloted a first holistic reporting by launching our
“(Y)Our Doing” documentation. Not all countries participated, leading to data
that under-represent reality. We learnt that some more refinement is needed to
make the information shared comparable. This we adapted for 2021.

Outlook
As a consequence, our Society reporting for “We reach out to people” is
something we aim to improve in the future to ensure reliable documentation
of core formats that we engage in across our countries.

Society data team
CSR Leads from the countries, CSR Firmwide.
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Meaning

BEC

BearingPoint Emissions Calculator

CFS | non-CFS

Client-Facing Staff | non-Client-Facing Staff

CO2e

Carbon dioxide equivalent

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

DIVE

Diversity, Inclusion, Variety and Equality

ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance

FBLA

Abbreviation for a BearingPoint region covering: France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Morocco

FW

Firmwide

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GLO

Short for our Global Reach offices in Shanghai and Chicago

GSA

Abbreviation for a BearingPoint region covering: Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Singapore

GROW

Abbreviation for a BearingPoint region covering: Finland, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom

HRS

Hours

KG

Kilogram

KFA

Key Focus Areas

KM

Kilometer

MC

Management Committee

MP

Managing Partner

NCE

Short for our Near Shore Center of Excellence, incl. Romania and Czech Republic

SDG

Sustainable Development Goals

SBTi

Science Based Target initiative
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